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Discovery2Deal Mobile Brand Game Launches at SXSW 2013 

— Beyond QR codes, image recognition is coming to an ad near you — 

 

HELSINKI - AUSTIN, Texas — March 11, 2013 — Today at SXSW Interactive, 

Finnish startup Zee.do launched Discovery2Deal, a mobile ‘brand game’ service 

platform to connect global brands and mobile consumers. Using cutting-edge 

software, Zee.do transitions traditional out-of-home (OOH) urban advertising from 

a static, one-way message to an interactive dialogue. 

The Discovery2Deal service will be activated via image recognition software 

when a mobile consumer scans or photographs an outdoor advertisement. This 

prompts an interactive game -- for example a virtual scavenger hunt -- where the 

consumer can discover and claim deals or rewards from the advertiser. 

The Zee.do software, which is currently in alpha testing, will enable multiple 

interaction points between brand advertisers and mobile consumers in an always 

connected world. By leveraging image recognition software, Discovery2Deal builds 

a type of augmented reality where product brands and consumers follow a journey 

together through the urban environment. 

“The concept is simple. People see things, discover their surroundings, and 

do things to get rewards,” explained Peter Gréen, co-founder of Zee.do. 

“Consumers choose the brands they want to interact with in a virtual world, and 

they are rewarded with loyalty points or discounts from the brands.” 

The brand image targets could include anything from outdoor posters and 

billboards, to the actual physical products themselves. “Outdoor advertising is an 

http://www.zee.do/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality


obvious starting point, as it is a very visible mass medium, often promoting brands 

that want to activate people close to the purchase decision,” said Gréen. “We are 

investigating this opportunity together with Clear Channel Finland.”  

In a typical scenario, a consumer scans a brand’s outdoor ad and the Zee.do 

program kicks off a scavenger hunt to find three different advertisements from that 

brand. Once the ads are found and scanned, the consumer receives a discount 

coupon and an offer to even double the discount by creating a ‘brand tribe’ within 

their own social networks.  

Zee.do is focusing on image recognition software to activate Discovery2Deal, 

but other means of interaction such as QR codes, location information or near field 

communication (NFC) tags could also be used to initiate the brand games. Also, the 

platform could be integrated as a white-label service into a company’s branded 

mobile service portfolio. 

Founded in 2011 as Sensierge, Zee.do is an early stage startup, currently 

funded by its three founders and the Finnish Foundation of Inventions. 

Attendees of SXSW 2013 Interactive can meet the Zee.do crew personally, 

along with a contingent of equally promising Finnish startups that will be calling 

Austin home during SXSW. Zee.do will present the Discovery2Deal brand games 

platform and iOS app at the SXSW trade show, March 10-13, booth number 1223 / 

1225 (Pavilion 3). 
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